End-Stage Heart Disease in the Elderly
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This document was produced by the Spanish Society of Cardiology Section on Geriatric Cardiology “Endstage heart disease in the elderly” working group. Its aim was to provide an expert overview that would increase understanding of the last days of life of elderly patients with heart disease and improve treatment and clinical decision-making. As elderly heart disease patients form a heterogeneous group, thorough clinical evaluation is essential, in particular to identify factors that could influence prognosis (eg, heart disease, comorbid conditions, functional status, and frailty). The evaluation should be carried out before any clinical decisions are made, especially those that could restrict therapy, such as do-not-resuscitate orders or instructions to deactivate an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator.

Elderly patients with terminal heart disease have the right to expect a certain level of care and consideration: they should not suffer unnecessarily, their freely expressed wishes should be respected, they should be fully informed about their medical condition, they should be able to express an opinion about possible interventions, and they should be entitled to receive psychospiritual care. After an incurable disease has been diagnosed, the aim of palliative care should be to control symptoms. It should not be used only when the patient is close to death. Although palliative care is relatively undeveloped in heart disease, its use must be borne in mind in elderly patients with advanced heart failure. The main aims are to make the patient as comfortable as possible in all senses and to optimize quality of life in the patient’s final days, while avoiding the use of aggressive treatments that consume health-care resources without providing any benefits.
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El anciano con cardiopatía terminal

El objetivo de este documento del Grupo de Estudio «El anciano con cardiopatía terminal», de la Sección de Cardiología Geriátrica de la Sociedad Española de Cardiología, es aportar un punto de vista experto que permita un mejor conocimiento de la situación y una mejora en el manejo y la toma de decisiones en los últimos días de vida del paciente de edad avanzada que sufre una cardiopatía. Los cardiopatas ancianos constituyen un grupo heterogéneo y es necesaria una valoración exhaustiva, especialmente de los factores que condicionan el pronóstico (cardiopatía, comorbilidad, situación funcional y datos de fragilidad) antes de tomar decisiones, sobre todo aquellas que conlleven limitación del esfuerzo terapéutico como las órdenes de no reanimar o la desactivación de desfibriladores automáticos implantables.

Los ancianos con cardiopatías terminales tienen derecho a disponer de una serie de cuidados y atenciones, entre ellos no sufrir inútilmente, respeto a su libertad de conciencia, conocer su situación, opinar sobre posibles intervenciones y recibir asistencia psicoespiritual. Los cuidados paliativos deben dirigirse al control de los síntomas tras el diagnóstico de la enfermedad incurable y no iniciarse únicamente en la fase de agonía. Estos cuidados están poco desarrollados en las cardiopatías y deben de tenerse presentes en los ancianos con insuficiencia cardíaca avanzada. Su objetivo es conseguir el máximo bienestar para el paciente desde un punto de vista integral, mejorar su calidad de vida antes del fallecimiento y evitar el empleo de tratamientos agresivos que consumen recursos sin resultados.

ABBREVIATIONS
HF: heart failure
ICD: implantable cardioverter-defibrillator

INTRODUCTION

The steady aging of the population and progress in the management of cardiovascular disease has led to the situation where the vast majority of patients who die from heart disease are elderly. However, there is still little information available on care for the elderly with heart disease in their final stage of life. The present document was produced by the Spanish Society of Cardiology Section on Geriatric Cardiology “Endstage heart disease in the elderly” working group. Its aim was to provide an expert overview that would increase understanding of the last days of life of elderly patients with heart disease and improve treatment and clinical decision-making.

In daily clinical practice we often find ourselves facing examples of discrimination or limited resources due to age issues of the type referred to in the literature. This kind of age-based discrimination, also known as ageism, has been demonstrated in many cardiovascular heart disease contexts, such as acute myocardial infarction and heart failure (HF), and includes poorer adherence to protocols and reduced access to advanced technologies, special units, waiting lists, or palliative care programs. As elderly patients form a very heterogeneous group, thorough geriatric assessment is essential, in particular to identify the main factors that could influence prognosis before any clinical decisions are made, especially those that could involve restricting therapy. This evaluation should include collecting clinical data (medical history, physical examination and taking special note of any drugs consumed, renal function, comorbidity, and nutritional status), as well as information on physical functioning (whether the patient is able to engage in the basic and instrumental activities of daily life), mental functioning (cognitive and mental assessment) and the patient’s social situation (housing, care, etc).

The present document, although referring to terminal heart disease in the elderly person in general, mainly focuses on HF, as this is the final outcome of most heart diseases, and due to its duration and symptoms, decisions very often have to be made that go beyond the treatment itself. Naturally, many such decisions may be appropriate for younger patients in the final stages of HF. However, HF is an eminently geriatric syndrome, since more than 95% of women and more than 92% of men admitted for HF are ≥65 years of age. Furthermore, young patients with terminal heart disease often have the option of a cardiac transplant.

END-STAGE CRITERIA FOR HEART DISEASE. ADVANCED HEART FAILURE

Heart failure, the typical end-stage of most heart disease, has a heterogeneous course, and this makes it more difficult to be certain if a patient is in the terminal stage. It is a progressive syndrome ranging from stages where there is only increased risk (stages A-B), to the onset of persistent symptoms or not (stage C), and finally to the stage in which there are symptoms that are resistant to treatment (stage D). A high percentage of patients with HF die from cardiac causes, but very often the patient, their family or caretakers are not told the prognosis, nor is this done at the time of diagnosis or during the first years of onset. Furthermore, the loss of functional capacity or autonomy due to this disease can occur gradually, with a pattern of outbreaks without complete recovery after each outbreak, or abruptly, as in the case of an acute myocardial infarction. It is of importance to know the course of functional loss in a patient to better fine tune their prognosis. Except for HF (and only in its most advanced stages), there are few cardiovascular diseases where the physician can predict life expectancy in months.

Multiple factors contribute to the fact that patients with HF, and even the physician treating them, are optimistic when assessing life expectancy in the final stages of this disease. The typical patient with HF can be admitted to hospital due to flare-ups several times before death occurs and, unlike situations involving cancer, may be discharged with a clear improvement in symptoms, based on the model of “organ failure” (Figure 1). Patients with HF have little knowledge of their disease or its treatment; in addition, patients and their families usually do not perceive it as being as serious as oncological disease, despite the deterioration in the quality of life that occurs in patients with HF. All these circumstances lead to patients in the final stages of HF frequently receiving aggressive medical therapies up to the time of death, including intubation, resuscitation, and other measures only a few days before they die.

The CARING criteria are useful tools when selecting patients who may benefit from a palliative therapeutic approach. These are based on easy-to-detect clinical characteristics from the time of admission onward, and identify people nearing the end of life regardless of the reasons for admission. CARING is the acronym for a group of criteria (Cancer, Admissions ≥2, Residence in a nursing home, Intensive care unit admit with multiorgan...
2 more variables have recently been proposed to help identify the elderly with HF who may be a candidate for palliative care: peripheral arterial disease and systolic blood pressure. Other authors have established the lack of indications or rejection of advanced treatment as criteria for these programs. Models exist which predict mortality specific to patients with HF. These models, which have been obtained mainly from populations with few elderly patients, are complex, very focused on heart disease, and have important limitations in elderly patients, particularly when predicting short-term mortality.

**Figure. 1.** Different disease progression models toward the end of life. The saw-tooth model of heart failure is the one which typically matches with the elderly patient with HF in the terminal phase. Modified from Lunney et al.11

**TABLE 1. Criteria for Terminal-Phase Heart Failure of the National Hospice Organization (NHO)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional class IV despite optimal treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ventricle ejection fraction &lt;20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of other factors indicating poor prognosis:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unable to control arrhythmias with medication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of cardiopulmonary resuscitation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of syncope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of cardiac embolism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV infection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Fox et al.15
COMORBIDITY, FRAILTY, AND FUNCTIONALITY AS PROGNOSTIC FACTORS

Comorbidity, defined as the concomitant course of 2 or more medical diseases in the same patient, is practically the norm in the elderly population. Population studies have shown that both the prevalence of comorbidity and the number of simultaneous diseases in a single patient increase with age. Elderly patients with HF often have other diseases or disabilities, which makes this disease behave very differently compared to younger patients, thus contributing to worse progress. More than half the elderly patients hospitalized for HF are readmitted within 6 months following hospital discharge, and most of these readmissions are due to non-cardiac causes. Comorbidity quantifiable using the Charlson index is an independent predictor of mortality in the elderly patient with HF.

The prognosis of elderly patients also depends on their frailty and functional state, which are aspects that are not included in most prognostic indexes. The concept of fragility refers to the reduced ability to overcome times of stress that places the individual at risk. Frailty is progressive, tends to be associated with chronic disease, worsens with advancing age and often culminates in dependency on other people. Although frailty has many components (Table 2), some authors have proposed identifying it using 5 objective criteria:

- Weight loss (>10% weight at 60 years or body mass index <18.5)
- Lack of energy (≤3 on a scale ranging from 0 to 10 or feelings of being abnormally tired or weak during the previous month)
- Limited physical activity (on an activity scale)
- Reduced walking velocity (time spent in walking 4.6 m compared to age-adjusted speed)
- Muscular weakness (as measured by strength test)

The presence of 3 or more of these signs or symptoms of frailty has been associated with a worse clinical course, with greater rates of dependency, hospitalization and death. When this situation progresses and frailty becomes severe, it would be correct to prioritize alleviating symptoms and improve the quality of life.

The patient’s functional state, defined as the group of activities and functions needed to maintain autonomy in everyday physical, mental, and social functions, is of crucial importance to changes in the health parameters in the elderly person. Measurements of functional state have demonstrated their great value as predictors of hospital evolution. Even more, they carry greater weight in predicting hospital stay, institutionalization or death than the diagnosis, diagnosis-associated groups or other standard indexes for measuring disease. In fact, physical functionality is the single most important factor in predicting hospital mortality in the elderly person and it surpasses other indexes of disease severity.

Thus, it is important to thoroughly evaluate the degree of independence of the elderly person before the acute situation leading to admission begins, as well as the main cause of the limitation. A study conducted by Inouye et al identified 3 functional variables independently associated with 90-day and 2-year mortality in the elderly hospitalized due to medical disease: dependency in the instrumental activities of daily life, cognitive dysfunction, and symptoms of depression. A simple predictive model based on these 3 variables can predict which elderly patients with medical disease are at high, intermediate or low risk of mortality in the 2 following years. Furthermore, the inclusion of these functional measurements in other prognostic indexes based on the disease improves the predictive capacity of mortality after 2 years in elderly patients. Measures of functional state, such as the Barthel basal index applied prior to hospitalization due to decompensated HF, have shown to be predictors of mortality in elderly patients hospitalized for HF.

TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF SUDDEN DEATH. DO-NOT-RESUSCITATE ORDERS

The therapeutic decisions taken to prevent sudden death in elderly patients with heart disease should...
be based not only on the results of clinical trials, but also on the risk of the intervention itself, comorbidity, life expectancy and, of course, the patient’s preferences. The options for preventing sudden death are antiarrhythmic drugs, ablation, and implantable cardioverter-defibrillators (ICD). Amiodarone is the only antiarrhythmic which has shown not to increase mortality in patients with heart disease, but neither does it improve survival.\(^{29}\)

Given that it does reduce the rate of ventricular tachyarrhythmias, it could be an alternative in the event that other invasive options are discarded, as it improves quality of life by reducing the number of episodes. On the other hand, a recently published study, in which most patients were older than 70 years, demonstrated that catheter ablation in patients who had received a defibrillator reduced the frequency of arrhythmic episodes.\(^{30}\) Thus, it could also be an alternative when preventing new episodes of ventricular tachyarrhythmias in some patients, but we should bear in mind that this is an invasive treatment. In any case, and for the time being, the only option which has been demonstrated as reducing sudden death in patients is the ICD.

However, the elderly have barely been represented in the clinical trials that have evaluated these devices. Regarding primary prevention, a substudy of the MADIT II (Multicenter Automatic Defibrillator Implantation Trial II) study found that patients over 75 years of age who had received an ICD obtained benefits similar to those in younger patients.\(^{31}\)

However, a metaanalysis of the 5 main studies of secondary prevention indicated that ICD provided no benefit in patients of over 75 years of age.\(^{32}\) This is probably due to the fact that the selection of patients who have already had tachyarrhythmias is lower. It should be mentioned that, in most of the studies, the rate of complications during ICD implantation in elderly patients was similar to the rest of the population,\(^{33}\) and therefore age itself should not be a limitation for intervention.

In view of the fact that the benefits of ICD become evident 1 year from implantation,\(^{8}\) their use does not appear to be indicated in patients with a life expectancy less than this period. One registry found that life expectancy among octogenarian patients receiving an ICD is less than that of patients aged between 60 and 70 years; however, the average life expectancy was over 4 years, which means that other aspects that reduce survival apart from age should be identified.\(^{34}\)

On the one hand, heart disease itself is one such aspect. We should recall that these devices can prevent arrhythmic death, but not death due to pump failure, and thus their implantation in patients with advanced heart disease with a life expectancy <1 year is not indicated. On the other hand, it has been shown that noncardiac comorbidities (such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, peripheral vascular disease, kidney failure, and cancer) shorten the survival of patients receiving an ICD, especially when the patient presents 2 or more of these diseases at the same time.\(^{35}\)

Taken together, we can say that indications for ICD implantation are similar to those of younger patients, but comorbidities should be taken into account, as well as how far the heart disease has advanced, and the decision of the patient.

Beyond the measures taken to prevent sudden death lies the attitude toward therapy that should be adopted when dealing with the elderly person with advanced heart disease presenting cardiac arrest. One of the most difficult decisions to take when caring for the elderly with advanced heart disease involves terminality and the do-not-resuscitate order. This order, that taken strictly means not implementing cardiopulmonary resuscitation maneuvers, is often associated with a reduction in other treatment and care. After adjusting for the severity of the disease, prognostic factors and age, the patients with these orders are 30 times more likely to die than those without them, which may indicate a reduction in the quality of life.\(^{4}\) These orders are used more frequently for the elderly and, in the United States, for black people, alcohol abusers, and non-English speakers, which indicates a certain degree of discrimination in the decision not to resuscitate.\(^{4}\)

Age is the variable most frequently associated with do-not-resuscitate orders and in up to two-thirds of patients this decision is made without taking into account the wishes of the patient or their family,\(^{4}\) and without correlation with the existing quality-of-life indexes.

A fact that physicians and patients are barely aware of is that the success rate of resuscitation after cardiopulmonary arrest is low (close to 22%), with similar percentages in the general and elderly population.\(^{3}\) Goodlin et al\(^{8}\) studied 2505 cardiac arrests in patients admitted to hospital who were more than 80 years old and found that only 514 patients (21%) received cardiopulmonary resuscitation, which was successful in 93 (18%); of these, only 4% survived arrest. The authors also demonstrated that 11% of the elderly who had previously expressed their wish not to undergo resuscitation received it and 37% of those who wanted resuscitation did not.

Furthermore, the prevalence of do-not-resuscitate orders in patients admitted for HF is less than 5% and the subject of resuscitation is discussed less frequently in relation to patients with HF than in those with other diseases such as cancer. In fact, in a ward of patients with HF, physicians have a mistaken view regarding the desire of the patient to receive cardiopulmonary resuscitation or not.\(^{21}\) The do-not-resuscitate decision should explicitly appear in the medical record of the patient with terminal...
in mind all their limitations, these documents may be useful in specific circumstances and provide the opportunity to select the person to whom decision-making is delegated in case the patient is not able to do this, which helps to solve the problem of possible differences of opinion among those closest to the patient.

In a recently published review, Chochinov showed that the patient’s perception of dignity, particularly among those with terminal disease, depends to a great extent on their physician and proposes several approaches to care aimed at conserving dignity, summarized as the ABCD (Table 3).

**PALLIATIVE CARE**

Palliative care refers to those activities aimed at improving the quality of life of the patients and their families facing the problem of a potentially fatal disease, through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification, evaluation and treatment of pain as well as other problems, including physical, psychological, and spiritual.

The quality of life of the patients with HF tends to be poor and the lack of education among the professionals performing palliative care in HF, and vice versa, is worrying. Such care should begin when incurable disease is diagnosed, and its need increases as the disease progresses and “curative” or “life prolonging” therapeutic measures are shown to be increasingly ineffective (Figure 2). Care should not end when the patient dies, since it includes assisting with the grieving process among the family. Grieving is the set of mental representations and behaviors related to emotional bereavement and is an adaptation process that helps to reestablish the personal and family equilibrium shattered by the death of a loved one. The normal or uncomplicated grieving process does not usually exceed 2 years, but may become pathological when the mental adaptation process fails. It is important to emphasize that various predisposing and avoidable factors lead to pathological grieving and these include poor physician-family communication, being unprepared, failure to satisfy the family, poor symptom control and the lack of involvement of the health personnel during all stages, especially the last one. Early intervention in the patient’s family would be of great help in identifying risk factors, guiding action and offering advice to them in a more focused manner.

Palliative care should not be withheld until the last moments of life. The death throes form the final phase of the disease in which the patient is very close to the death (days or hours). It is imperative that in this phase the therapeutic aims should be redefined and, due to increasing distress,
Regardless of the different palliative care programs established in each place, it is important to ensure homecare for the patient, with multidisciplinary teams available which include the main physician and support teams or equivalent. In addition, any social resources should be mobilized that help the patient to remain at home until the time of death, if desired.

**PALLIATIVE TREATMENT OF THE SYMPTOMS OF TERMINAL HEART DISEASE**

Limited studies refer to the symptoms of the patient with terminal heart disease. Palliative treatment involves diagnosing the cause or causes of each symptom to attempt to treat them. Even if the cause of the symptom is irreversible, knowledge of the underlying mechanism should suggest the most appropriate symptomatic treatment.

**Dyspnea**

A total of 60% of patients who die from advanced HF suffer from severe dyspnea. Together with optimal vasodilator and diuretic treatment, other likely causes should be investigated and treated,
such as pleural effusion which can be alleviated by thoracocentesis. When dyspnea persists despite treatment, opioids should be used and these can lead to significant improvement.\textsuperscript{50} Morphine sulfate or morphine chloride have the advantage of being able to be administered orally; doses range from 5 mg/4 h to 15 mg/4 h. In the absence of pain, doses higher than 15 mg/4 h do not contribute benefit. This treatment does not alter gastric parameters or pulmonary function and can also be administered subcutaneously; the equivalent dose is half the oral dose. Phenothiazines can be also be used (chlorpromazine 25 mg) at night, but benzodiazepines (eg, diazepam 2-10 mg per day) should only be used for their anxiolytic effect, since they do not act on the mechanism of dyspnea. Oxygen therapy, even when the patient is not hypoxemic, as well as fresh air directed at the patient’s face (fan, ventilator, etc) can contribute to the relief of this symptom.

Pain

A total of 78\% of patients describe pain as the worst of their symptoms in the final phases of HF,\textsuperscript{51} and is severe 3 days before death in 41\% of patients. This pain may be due to cardiac causes, comorbidity (arthritis, diabetic, or herpetic neuropathy, etc) or to the medical treatment itself. Although there is little information available on the prevalence and etiology of pain in the patients with HF, the PAIN-HF study (Pain Assessment, Incidence & Nature in Heart Failure), which is currently being conducted in a mainly elderly population, may help to clarify the differential characteristics of pain among these patients.\textsuperscript{52} Regardless of the cause, pain should be assessed and treated. Analgesics are the first line (paracetamol and non-steroid antiinflammatories, although the latter can facilitate deterioration of renal function and HF decompensation). If there is no improvement, second-line analgesics should be used (codeine or dihydrocodeine) in combination with first-line drugs together with adjuvant therapy, if necessary. If pain persists morphine should be administered combined with first-line drugs, together with adjuvant therapy, if needed. In some situations palliative sedation may be necessary to control dyspnea or pain. Although sedation in specific cases is administered before death, this should not be confused with euthanasia, since they differ in their aims (the relief of suffering versus causing the death of the patient), their indication (control of persistent symptoms vs intentionally causing the death of the patient), the procedure (use of the minimum possible dose in graduated steps versus the dose known to cause death) and the parameter of success (relief of suffering versus death).

Depression

Although it is normal for the patient to experience sadness and grief with regard to the disease progressing, clinical depression is pathological and should be treated. It is at times difficult to distinguish if the characteristic somatic symptoms of depression—such as anorexia, insomnia, anhedonia, or asthenia—are due to this disorder or to the disease itself. Depression leads to deterioration in the quality of life of the patient and can worsen their prognosis.\textsuperscript{53} It should be managed with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, since tricyclic antidepressants have a strong anticholinergic effect and can give rise to hypotension and arrhythmias. In addition to pharmacological treatment, other effective measures exist for the prevention and treatment of depression. We emphasize the importance of social support and the need to offer suitable spiritual support to the patients who desire this, since its usefulness has been demonstrated in relation to reducing depression and anxiety.

Asthenia

Weakness among these patients may be due to HF itself, HF-associated cachexia or depression. It may respond to more intense medical treatment and to an increase in physical activity if the patient is able to do this. If asthenia and weight loss are due to concomitant depression, the patient should be treated with antidepressants.

Other Symptoms

The patients with HF may present many other symptoms: delirium, insomnia, nausea, vomiting, anorexia, weight loss, edema in the legs with ulcerations or cellulitis, constipation, diarrhea, anxiety, reduced mobility, or pruritus. All these make the last stages of life more unpleasant and should be relieved using the most effective means possible.

Specific invasive treatments have been used exclusively for palliative purposes in the last stages of the heart disease in the elderly person. Percutaneous revascularization through focal and partial revascularizations can help to control the symptoms of angina in situations of extensive severe coronary disease in inoperable patients, once strategies with recognized prognostic value have been exhausted and before the final stages of the terminal situation. Percutaneous treatment of valvular stenosis can be used to mitigate symptoms.
PROPORTIONATE USE OF DIAGNOSTIC AND THERAPEUTIC MEASURES IN TERMINAL CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES. THE CONCEPT OF FUTILITY

We use the term “futility” to refer to the “medical act whose application to a patient is advised against because it is clinically ineffective, does not improve symptoms or intercurrent disease or because it foreseeably causes personal, familial, economic or social harm disproportionate to the expected benefit.” The question is up to what point a diagnostic or therapeutic measure is “proportionate” or “disproportionate or futile” for a given patient, with a specific disease and at a given time.

The recommendations of the standard clinical practice guidelines offer little help when assessing if a given action should be carried out in a patient in whom it is doubtful whether any benefit can be gained by its implementation, but where this may be a remote possibility. It should be noted that the search for this remote possibility may be accompanied by a worsening in the patient’s quality of life, the risk of precipitating their death, painful, or disagreeable maneuvers and a specific economic cost.

Due to the poor outcomes and shortage of donors, an age limit has been set for heart transplants. Currently, this limit has been increased, but older patients are generally offered organs donated by “suboptimal” patients on alternative donation lists. Even with these modifications, advanced age is a limiting factor when indicating transplantation in cases of terminal HF, and on very rare occasions leads to ethical or moral conflict. In the case of ICD, the guidelines recommend following the same approach in the elderly as in younger patients. There are no specific recommendations regarding age in relation to surgical or percutaneous coronary revascularization in the elderly person and even fewer regarding terminal heart disease. At present, the availability and good immediate outcomes of percutaneous coronary intervention mean that this technique can be have palliative use in patients where there is marked clinical angina, even in the patient with very poor short-term prognosis. Although age continues to influence indication, and that percutaneous intervention in the elderly person involves a high rate of complications, there is currently no justification to discard cardiac catheterization due to the simple fact of the patient being in their eighties or even in their nineties. It should be taken into account that, according to the most recent risk indexes, being 80 years of age has the same value when predicting complications in percutaneous or surgical intervention as severe ventricular dysfunction in a patient less than 70 years of age. Advanced age remains an indicator of complications in both surgical and percutaneous coronary revascularization.

Regarding coronary revascularization during cardiogenic shock, the current guidelines provide different recommendations in relation to the age of the patient, given the futility of invasive action shown in studies conducted in a subgroup of patients older than 75 years. Even given this recommendation, decisions should be made on an individual basis before denying treatment that can be as effective in specific older patients as in younger ones.

Coronary revascularization may be associated with greater benefit in prognostic terms and in improvements in the quality of life of the elderly person than in the younger patient. Although some studies have reported better outcomes using offpump surgical techniques in elderly patients, other studies have found similar outcomes when onpump techniques are used. Providing patients have been carefully selected, good long-term outcomes of surgical revascularization in the elderly patient are possible, although the mortality and complication rates are clearly higher than in younger patients. In the postoperative period, prolonged average stay, worsening of renal function, hemorrhages, cognitive deficits, mediastinitis, and greater mortality are more common in the elderly patient than in younger ones (Table 4).

Despite the feasibility of surgical revascularization in the elderly patient, in the most advanced cases of the disease, percutaneous coronary revascularization, due to its low aggressiveness and immediate effect, is more applicable in the more advanced stages of the disease when symptomatic relief is sought. Its use, even with traditional surgical indications such as left main coronary artery disease, can provide outcomes similar to those of surgery. Drug-eluting stents have been safely and effectively employed in elderly patients. Regarding their use in such patients, great care should be taken to assess the possible need for non-heart surgery in the first year after implantation, the concomitant need for oral anticoagulation treatment, or the presence of minor undefined bleeding, given the necessity for prolonged dual antiplatelet therapy and the risks of their early withdrawal.

An early invasive strategy in non-ST-segment elevation acute coronary syndrome in the elderly person is associated with greater benefits than conservative management. This strategy should not be discarded based on age criteria alone, although its therapeutic aims are prognostic and non-symptomatic, and thus it is not applicable in situations where the terminal nature of the disease has been established as short term.

The terminal phases of valvular heart disease in the elderly person usually occur due to prosthetic
CONCLUSIONS

Elderly people with terminal heart disease have the right to care and attention in the last stage of their life. This includes: preventing all needless suffering, respecting their freedom of conscience, understanding and thinking about their situation, and the interventions they will undergo, maintaining a trusting dialogue among the physicians, family members, and friends, and receiving psychospiritual support. The elderly person with a certain degree of cognitive deficit is not totally excluded from simple decision-making, and so the attempt should always be made to solicit their opinion regarding their care and treatment. Deciding that an elderly patient is in the final phase of their heart disease requires correct evaluation of the characteristic prognostic factors of the heart disease and thorough geriatric assessment to check for comorbidity, the state of concomitant disease, frailty, and the patient’s functional, physical, mental, and psychosocial situation. In this context, as in any other, age itself should never be a definitive criterion when making decisions. The palliative care stage, considered as treatment basically aimed at controlling symptoms, may last a long time in some patients and should not simply be regarded as the final phase. Such levels of care have barely been developed in heart disease and should be taken into account in the elderly with advanced HF. Their aim is to obtain the maximum quality of life for the patient based on a comprehensive approach. The organization of palliative care systems can improve the quality of life of patients before their death, and prevent the use of aggressive treatments that consume resources without having any effect on extending the patient’s life, increasing patient satisfaction or that of the family.
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